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 Images and Links 


Your content has no images or links with detectable accessibility issues.
Accessibility tip:
 Ensure your links, which are often read out of context, clearly describe the destination or function of the link. Ambiguous text, text that does not make sense out of context, and extraneous text (such as "click here") can cause confusion and should be avoided. 


[image: ] 0 Missing Alternative Text  + 


 Help Add alternative text that accurately and succinctly presents the content of the image.



Select a result: 





[image: ] 0 Linked image missing alternative text  + 


 Help Add alternative text that accurately and succinctly presents the content of the image and the function of the link.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Empty link  + 


 Help Remove the empty link or add content.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Suspicious alternative text  + 


 Help Ensure alternative text accurately and succinctly presents the content of the image.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Redundant alternative text  + 


 Help Change either the alternative text or the adjacent text to eliminate the redundancy. In most cases you can mark the image as decorative.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 A nearby image has the same alternative text  + 


 Help Verify alternative text. When two images have the same alternative text, this often indicates incorrect alternative text.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Long alternative text  + 


 Help Verify that alternative text is succinct, yet descriptive of the content and function of an image.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Suspicious link text  + 


 Help Reword the link text so that it is more descriptive of its destination. Avoid generic terms such as "click here", "more", etc.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Redundant link  + 


 Help Combine the redundant links into one link or remove one of the links if not needed.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Empty alternative text  + 


 Help Review if the image conveys content and should have alternative text value.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Alternative text  + 


 Help Review if alternative text accurately and succinctly presents the content of the image.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Linked image with alternative text  + 


 Help Review if alternative text accurately and succinctly presents the content of the image.



Select a result: 








 Text and Contrast 


Your content has no text with detectable accessibility issues
Accessibility tip:
	 Use the simplest language appropriate for your content 
	 Organize your content using true headings and lists. 
	 Use empty (white) space to improve readability. 
	 Don't use images to replace text content. 
	 Check spelling, grammar, and readability. 
	 Do not rely on color alone to convey meaning. 



[image: ]0 Contrast  + 


 Help Increase the contrast between the text and the background.



Select a result: 


ForegroundPlease enter a valid hex triplet, or use the color picker. 
Hexcolor pickerLightness



BackgroundPlease enter a valid hex triplet, or use the color picker. 
Hexcolor pickerLightness



Contrast Ratio 8.59:1 






 Text Size:  Result Not Selected 

 Normal Text AA:  Pass 
 Sample 

 Large Text AA:  Pass 

 Sample 



 Apply 




[image: ]0 Very small text  + 


 Help Increase the text to a more readable size.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Underlined text  + 


 Help Underlines almost universally indicates linked text. Consider removing the underline from the non-link text.



Select a result: 








 Headings 


[image: ]0 Empty heading  + 


 Help Remove the empty heading or add content.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 No heading structure  + 


 Help This page has no headers. Provide a clear, consistent header structure. Canvas adds the header 1 for you as the page title. Add any header level 2 and sub-headings as needed.






[image: ]0 Possible heading  + 


 Help 



Select a result: 





[image: ] Heading Outline  + 


 Help Provide a clear, consistent header structure. Canvas adds the header 1 for you as the page title. Add any header level 2 and sub-headings as needed.



Apply





[image: ]0 Skipped heading level  + 


 Help Update the header level to not skip a level (e.g. from header 2 to header 4).



Select a result: 








 Tables and Lists 


Your content has no lists or layout tables.
Accessibility tip:
 Don't use images of data tables. Alternative text for a data table is almost never equivalent or sufficient. Create a table in canvas for the data. 
 Use lists created with the Canvas editor instead of manually typing bullets or numbers. 


[image: ]0 Empty table header  + 


 Help Add content to the header cell, or change to a normal table cell.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Layout table  + 


 Help Review table to verify it is a layout table, if it is a data table add header row and column as appropriate.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Possible table caption  + 

 Help If the text is a description of the table, convert it to a table caption



Select a result: 


 Set as caption 




[image: ]0 Possible list  + 

 Help Review the possible list to verify it is a list of items, if it is a list convert it to a semantic list.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Ordered List  + 


 Help Verify that there aren't any numbered lists that don't appear here. For example places that 1, 2, 3 have been added manually. If so convert these to be an actual list.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Unordered List  + 


 Help Verify that there aren't any bulleted lists that don't appear here. For example places that bullets have been added manually. If so convert these to be an actual list.



Select a result: 








 Documents and Videos 


Your content has no links to non html documents.
Accessibility tip:
 HTML content will almost always be more accessible than content in any other digital format. Non HTML documents such as PDFs often are very inaccessible. Test the accessibility of non-HTML content. 


[image: ]0 Link to Word document  + 


 Help Ensure that the Word document is natively accessible. Additionally, add text in the link to indicate it will open a Word document.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Link to Excel document  + 


 Help Ensure that the Excel spreadsheet is natively accessible. Additionally, add text in the link to indicate it will open a Excel spreadsheet.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Link to Powerpoint document  + 


 Help Ensure that the PowerPoint document is natively accessible. Additionally, add text in the link to indicate it will open a PowerPoint document.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Link to PDF document  + 


 Help Ensure that the PDF is natively accessible. Additionally, add text in the link to indicate it will open a PDF.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Link to document  + 


 Help Ensure that the document is natively accessible. Additionally, add text in the link to indicate it will open a non-HTML document.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 Audio/Video  + 


 Help For video content, ensure that synchronized captioning and a transcript is provided. For audio-only content, ensure that a transcript is provided.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 HTML5 Video or Audio  + 


 Help For video content with audio, ensure that synchronized captioning and a transcript is provided. For audio-only content, ensure that a transcript is provided.



Select a result: 





[image: ]0 YouTube Video  + 


 Help Ensure that YouTube video presents equivalent, synchronized captions.



Select a result: 
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Request Help
Email will be sent to your Canvas accessibility administrator



* Your e-mail address Required
* MessageRequired
 Submit Question 



How to use this Accessibility Guide
 The Accessibility Guide is organized into five sections. Images and Links, Text and Contrast, Headings, Tables and Lists, and Documents. Within each of these categories are results for common accessibility errors and guides for improving the accessibility of your content. 
 Results are interactive and will jump you to the Canvas content when you click on a result icon. There are links to additional documentation, examples on how to fix the issues, and the ability to apply changes to your Canvas content from within this guide for many results. 


[image: ]
 Errors are results that are accessibility issues that need to be fixed. 


[image: ]
 Alerts are the results that are highly suspicious and should be reviewed for accessibility errors. 


 Additionally, we provide some results that assist manually testing the accessibility of your content. For example you can see your heading outline in the Headers and Lists section or review all images' alternative text from the Images and Links section 


[image: ]
 For example you can see your heading outline in the Headers and Lists section 


[image: ]
 or review all images' alternative text from the Images and Links section. 


The accessibility guide cannot automatically detect all accessibility issues, but will help you improve the accessibility of your content.
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